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MISTAKE #1  : Washing your face too 

often.

When you wash your face, you are cleaning out more than just the 

dirt and makeup – you’re washing off the layer of oil your skin 

secretes. 

That’s the point of washing and battling that oily skin, of course… But

you may have already noticed that this habit  will get you exactly what

you don’t want: oily, acne-prone skin.

The oil our skin produces is important – it protects our skin and 

keeps it nice and supple.The  body knows exactly the right amount of 

oil to produce in order to take care of the skin. 

When you wash that oil off, the body immediately seeks to rebalance 

itself by secreting more oil. The more oil you remove, the more oil 

your body will produce. And the more oil your body produces, the 

more acne-prone your skin will become.

Quick fix: Wash your face before you go to bed with a gentle 

cleanser every day - this is the most important time to wash your face.

If you want, you can also wash it in the morning with a gentle 

cleanser. 

MISTAKE #2: Poking the pimple.

Do you remember mum telling you to NOT SQUEEZE or PICK? She 

would tell you that it would seriously make it worse RIGHT? Well, she

wasn't kidding. 

 Poking , pick, prick, and prod a pimple, and you can force the debris 

and bacteria even deeper into your skin. 

You may also introduce new kinds of bacteria from your finger into 

the zit. 



That can cause the pimple to become more red, inflamed, swollen and

infected, and may even lead to permanent scarring

Quick fix : If you are still picking and squeezing your pimples 

today, it is time to stop. I know it’s not easy, at least keep your hands 

away from the area, to avoid spreading the bacteria.

MISTAKE #3 Avoiding Moisturizer

You stay away from moisturizer because you have oily skin, and you 

think that lotion will just make it worse - and make it look greasy. 

Nope. Moisturizer is essential for everyone, especially for people with 

oily skin. If you don't hydrate your skin, it will dry out, and you don't 

want that. It causes a ton of different skin issues, including acne.

Quick Fix: Moisturize every day with the right lotion for your 

skin type. Use moisturizer before applying makeup, and put it on your

face after washing it before you go to bed.

MISTAKE #4: Trying too many new 

products.

The struggle is real. As beauty lovers, it’s hard not to try every single
new product that comes onto the market, but this may be the reason
you’re getting pimples. 

Worst part of this is that if you’re trying too many new products at
once, you may not even know which product is causing the breakout! 

MISTAKE  #5:  Using  the  wrong  acne

products.

Sometimes even wonderful acne products can have unintended and 



really detrimental consequences. 

Even the best formulas can contain ingredients that don’t work—or 
cause unexpected skin damage—in a few users.

 It may be that 99.9% of users will get great results but 0.1% will be 
sorry. 

MISTAKE #6 Not sticking to a regimen 

long enough.

Many times, we try a new product thinking — no, knowing — that it'll 

be The One. 

We use it before going to bed, then jump up the next morning and 

race to the mirror to see the miracle that had to have taken place ... 

only to find that nothing has changed. 

We keep trying for the rest of the week, but much to our chagrin, our 

skin stays the same. Or, God forbid, it gets worse. 

We know a failure when we see it, and start looking for the next 

miracle product.

Stop it! Stop throwing away your good products before giving them a 

proper chance! It actually takes at least two weeks for products to 

start working properly with your skin. 

And what's more, they usually tend to make skin look worse before it 

looks better. 

Yes, that kind of sucks, but if you notice your breakouts are getting 

worse with a new product, that probably means it's working.

The product is making your skin purge all those pent-up breakouts 

that haven't, well, broken out yet. 



What’s the solution to get rid of acne

permanently?

The good news is you don’t need an expensive drug to have a clear 

skin! and you don’t need to have irritated dry skin in order to get rid 

of acne. 

What it does take is a proven and tested methods so you can avoid the

mistakes and pitfalls most everyone makes.

The key to healthy skin isn’t just dealing with the symptoms — like 

lathering on potions and lotions, popping and pricking pimples, or 

taking antibiotics or strong liver-damaging medication.

There’s a better way.

GOOD SKIN COMES FROM THE INSIDE OUT, NOT THE

OUTSIDE IN

In the next few days I’m going to write a series of emails that will 

show exactly step by step how to get rid of acne for good.

Also, I will coach you on all other lifestyle adjustments you may have 

to make to have a clear skin.


